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Round Bale Wrapper
991L-LB-LBER-TBER SERIES

The Professional Choice

“Dependable Performance”
For thousands of contractors and owner operators McHale is the name for Round Bale Wrapping - A perfect blend of tried
and tested technology with solid construction and dependable performance. Depending on your requirements the 991L
series can be supplied with practical features including the hydraulic cut and tie system and the efficient 750mm film
dispenser unit which maximises film usage, all which can be simply controlled with the touch of a button or a remote
control. Like all McHale Balewrappers, the high output 911L Series will give you a tightly wrapped bale that increases feed
quality and contains the natural juices for greater nutritional value while giving increased environmental protection.

Remote Control
When used with an independent
power pack and an infra red remote
control, this machine will eliminate
the need for a second tractor and
operator. While one bale is being
wrapped the operator can stack
the last completed bale ready
to complete the cycle. This
economical and efficient method of
bale wrapping can reduce operating
costs by up to 50% while keeping
the handling of the wrapped bales
to a minimum.

Cut & Tie
The McHale hydraulically operated
Cut and Tie System cuts and holds
the film in position ready to wrap
the next bale. This time saving
device eliminates the need to
manually reattach the film.
Uniquely designed, this system
works reliably and consistently in
all weather conditions.

Quick fit dispenser

Reloading new roll

Locking in new roll

991L
McHale has evolved from a farm machinery retail
outlet, which is still in existence today. This background
has provided an excellent foundation for the design and
manufacture of farm machinery, due to direct contact
with the end user. Manufacturing takes place in a
purpose built facility, which utilises the latest in laser
and robotics manufacturing technology and operates
to ISO 9001/2008 accreditation.

Round Bale Wrapper
991L-LB-LBER-TBER SERIES

Technical Data
Linkage Model [Round]

991L, 991LB, 991LBER

Total Length
Transport Width
Height to top of rollers
Total Height
Min oil req. litres per minute
Max bale weight
Lift Capacity @ 170 bar
Weight (unladen)
Working speed-table (up to)

2.8m (9’2”)
1.65m (5’5”)
0.83m (2’9”)
1.94m (6’4”)
18 @ 150 bar
1200kg. (2646 lbs)
1100 kg. (2425 lbs.)
800 kg. (1764 lbs)
30 rotations/min

Electrical requirements

12v/dc 7 pin (991LB)
12v/from battery (991LBER)
3 Bank Valve & monitor (991LB)
Elec. box & remote (991LBER)

Driver Control

All research and development is conducted inhouse
using leading edge technologies. Machines go through
rigorous testing during the product development
process and machine performance is constantly
monitored. As a result, this ensures that product of the
highest quality, specification and design are delivered to
you. Which explains why a McHale product is truly “an
investment in the future”.
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Film Holders
Dispenser - Aluminium 70/55%
Protection Mechanism
Greasing Points

2
750/500mm
Shear bolt/roll pin
11

Equipment on each model

991L 991LB 991LBER

750/500 Dispenser
2 film holders
Bale Support Bobbins
Quick Hitch system
Cut & Tie
Bale wrap monitor
Fully auto/remote and manual over-ride
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SUPPLIED BY:
Ballinrobe,
Co. Mayo, Ireland
T. 353 (0) 94 95 20300
F. 353 (0) 94 95 20356
E. sales@mchale.net

www.mchale.net
DISCLAIMER
This literature is designed for worldwide circulation. Due to a continuing policy of product improvement, we reserve the right to alter specifications and constructions without notice. As machines are exported
to many different countries, general information, pictures and descriptions are provided; these should be taken as approximate and may include optional equipment that is not part of the standard specification.
Please consult your local dealer or distributor for further information.

